How to teach a good communication
“Communication between people is to illustrate the beauty and the depth of one’s
thoughts, language is to bring people closer to each other, not to drift them apart.”
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The purpose of communication
-

To earn trust in ourselves
To notify
To have the others informed
To explain something
To entertain
To describe
To persuade

The “Volume Off” Game (for children between 7 and 12 years old)
Propose the child to watch together with you a film, turning the volume off and ask him to
describe the feelings and sensations of each character. If he wants, he may stop the movie. You
should keep in mind your child’s answers or write them down on a piece of paper according to the
scene and name of the character, and then both of you will check the answers, watching the film
with the sound on.

Do you know that…
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There is a language of the flowers, colours, time, silence? Try to find it!
A word means sound and colour, it is the messanger of the human thought!
Pick a word, associate a colour and a song,then.Do you think they match?Why?
Is it important how much and the way we communicate?
Excessive gestures may distract or get one bored?
To understand a feeling means to have experienced it first,to go into the misteries of a world
of shapes,colours and light
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Activities to teach kids friendship
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My best friend
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I first met Andrew seven years ago, when we
started school. He was sitting on a bench outside the
building, waiting for someone. He had a huge brown
school bag and he was smiling. I liked him at once. He
was thin and tall, fair-haired and had big black eyes.
He looked amused and friendly.
Soon after that we became deskmates. He was
very friendly indeed and he always shared everything
with me, from sandwiches to schoolbooks. He liked
wearing dark blue sweaters and jeans and he always
had colourful caps. We hardly ever fought over anything – when
he was upset he just sat in the desk, writing in his diary. He always
told jokes and forgot about any sad things.
Andrew and I loved going fishing together in summer. We
prepared our fishing rods and bait and left for the small river next
to our city. It was great fun! At the end of our fishing day we went
swimming and then stopped at the sweet shop in town to have
some ice-cream.
Andrew liked playing hide-and-seek, riding his bike and walking
in the woods. We often went on trips together.
I still remember my first years of school and Andrew’s funny face, witch I haven’t seen for
several years now. Sometimes I wish we could be children again and do all the things we used to
do when we were schoolboys!
by Dumitrescu Denis
The VIII-th B form
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Teaching emotional literacy
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How to mime a feeling (starting with 6 years olds to becoming a teenager)
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Have 20 cards cut and write the
names of 20 feelings and sensations on
them. In a group of 3 or more persons
choose, one by one the cards and mime
the feeling noted there within not more
than 3 minutes. The one who guesses
the feeling keeps the card and chooses
another one in order to mime himself
or herself a feeling; the winner is the
player having most of the cards.

Guess the feeling (5-10 years old)
In order to play this game, you need to
record your voice uttering the same message
in different tones. For instance: “ I’ve left
my luggage in the car” will be recorded in a
happy, joyful, sad, nervous, worried, angry
voice. Your child will have to guess the feeling
that has been expressed and then he/she can
produce himself/herself another sentence,
trying to express as many different feelings
as possible with the help of the sound tone of
his/her voice. (for example: “Mom has come
home!” or “I’ve lost my Maths textbook.” Etc.
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How to teach children good manners
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A child’s education is not limited only at teaching him to write, read and count. He must
also learn how to be have and how to treat the others, but this is your responsibility. Get
him used to good manners since he is little. Good manners adjust his behavior in society
and teaches him what respect means. They are the key to his social success achievement.
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A day without violence and aggression
DON’T FORGET!
Violence is an extreme form of aggression which has destructive effects on a
person, or on a group or community, affecting in a negative way the relationships
between people.

Violence can be prevented by:
- Calming gestures
- A friendly smile
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- A handshake
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- Gifts/presents
- Culture (reading, music, painting)
- Sports
- Friendship

Where can violence occur?
- In families (domestic violence)
- in schools (violence between
students, violence between teachers
and students)
- In the group of friends/collective
violence
- In the society (antisocial behaviour,
behaviour related to an infraction)
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Exercise - Game played on this Non - violence Day
Each student will find a symbol for violence and he/she
will present it in front of the class explaining its significance.
The students will work in 4 teams to carry out the tasks
required in the worksheets (team worksheets).
Examine the significance of the following actions and
specify the forms of aggression that belongs to:
- Jolting versus accidental hurt
- Nickname versus diminutive
- Hurt feelings versus affectivity
- Intrigue versus surprise
- Theft versus abnegation

Observe the cases that led to violence. Find solutions!

Case 1
For quite a long time, student A used to call his classmate “the
fat man”. This thing happened not only when they were together
as classmates, but also in the schoolyard, during the breaks, so
the students of the other classes started to call him the same. He
asked them to stop for many times, but it was useless. When he
insistently asked him to stop, he hit him and this way the fight
started, although they had been friends.

Case 2
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Case 3

A student in the 8th form was teasing a younger
A very hardworking student didn’t give his
student. He was tripping him, he was nudging
homework to a colleague to copy it, even if
him, he was persecuting him and he was taking
it hadn’t been for the first time when he asked
his food and his money…. until one day one
for it. But this time the fight started.
of his classmates defended him and the fight
started.
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Family in the past and now
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Students have studied the lives of real person who influence their life day by day. They
have found the difference between events that took place a long time ago and recent events, by
studying their families’ history. They have made several projects that keep the past, illustrate
the present or have an impact on the future, including the analysis of some information and
formulating conclusions about how and why people have changed. Students will invent a
time capsule that keeps the past and present for the future.
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Students have built their own family tree and have written an autobiographical paper
as to tell their life to other students. They have made a parallel between life nowadays and
their grandparents’ where they were their age ,trying to understand why some things have
changed, how life was different then, how their ancestors have influenced their present life.
Each student has created their own family albums.
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THEN
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NOW

Radios and non-verbal films

TVs, computers, videogames

Children had jobs

Children play

Women stayed at home

Women have jobs

Several houses and much green space

Many blocks of flats and supermarkets

Students had walk a lot to school

Someone takes the student to the school nearby
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Conflict resolution skills
Types of conflicts at school:

* Between schoolchildren
* Teachers-pupils
* Teachers-parents
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Conflicts reasons between schoolchildren:
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* A competition atmosphere
* An intolerance atmosphere
* Poor communication
* Unproper expressing of their emotions and sensations
Techniques of conflicts solving:

* Putting an end to a flight
* Mediating the conflict
* Ignoring the conflict
* Telling about the conflict
* Delaying the conflict
* Role play on the conflict
In order to avoid the conflicts between teachers and pupils you can:

* Settle with the help of the class some rules to be obeyed
* Introduce the list of rules and explain the reason of each of them
* Together decide which consequences will follow if breaking the rules
How to improve the relationship with the parents:

* Parents to be informed about their children orally or in writing, from time to time
* More sessions with the parents requiring suggestions and opinions
* Getting used to the different ideas of the parents on how schooling is going on and explaining

in a very clear way what educational performance generated the difference of opinions
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